
A BEDROOM TO REMEMBER ESSAY

It has three bedrooms, two bathrooms, a kitchen, two living rooms, a dining room, I remember when we first bought it,
the smile on my face and the arguing.

The best aspect of my paper is the discussion of physicalism and what aspect of it Jackson targets in his
article. The two main pillow are medium sized with silky purple covers. Inside of the fourth and last cube I
placed two small teddy bears given to me by my best friend on valentines day. In a word, looking at the
picture ought to rest the brain or rather the imagination. It seemed like the hallway had gotten so much longer
since the last time I had walked down it. After she got off the phone she was shaking like a naked child on a
too cold night. When we finally walked up I had to remove my shoes, belt, jacket, jewelry, and any metal
objects of any kind. My shoes made slight squeaking sounds, but all I could focus on were the rectangular
square white ceiling tiles and the sadness in my heart. I feared the day that I would have to deal with the pain
and the realization of losing her. The dresser itself is brown with six drawers, sets of three side by side. On top
of that blanket is a much thicker blanket with a purple and white stripe pattern. On the floor, below the rack,
there are miscellaneous items, such as an extra blanket, shoes, and hair oil. She taps lightly as to not wake the
sleeping beasts in the room. This little girl is me, and I seem to be genuinely interested in the camera. I am sort
of protective of the things in my room because a lot of my belongings have sentimental value. It is one out if
the two cabinets that complete the bedroom set. But before we get to that we need to realize that since Sir
Gawain is being hunted by the lady Bercilak's wife , we have to contrast his actions to the animals that Similar
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bedroom, I realize why some people are touchy about who goes in their room or who has been touching things
in their home, it is because those things are important to them and may have some meaning. Just like my
cabinet and dresser, the drawer handles are also painted purple. The candles are arranged in the order of;
purple, white, purple. There is also a set of two round small pillows those pillows are plain purple with little
fringes on the circumference of the pillow. For once, things were looking up for us, us being my boyfriend
Andrayus, my dog Chewy, and myself. On that stand I have a few things from my quinceanera. In that wall I
have any little thing that tells a story. After a few moments that felt like eternity, he finally came up to me and
helped me lie back down properly. Right after entering my room, to your left you will find my bathroom.


